INTRODUCTION
In the last years experimental studies of the mixed K1-x(NH4)xH2P04 (KADP) crystals have been found the glass properties similar to those observed in Rbl,x(NH4)xH2P04 (RADP) and other mixed crystals6-8 .
The results of these investigations point out that mixed KADP crystals exhibit a proton glass behavior f o r 0.23s x 50.6 3r5 , The analysis of the dielectric data given in the literature usually refers to the low-temperature region (T <200K). However the recent dielectric measurements of the KADP (x=O.6) showed the pronounced anomalies of the temperature dependences of the complex dielectric constant &, + L & z near 240K except the lowto I temperature anomalies at the glass transition T =23K 697.
Q
In the present paper in order to clarify the general features of the high-temperature anomalies in the mixed KADP crystals we measured the temperature dependences of and 1.0 in the temperature range 100-400K. (Fig.?,2) . on 
